Capture™
System
Capture™ ... the Possibilities!
Modern Design

• Universal design that integrates beautifully with any interior
• Coordinates with other Trendway products
• Harmonizes with architectural environments
Clean & Refined Design
Design Details That Deliver

Slim, architectural, Designer Shelf
Modern, Architectural Aesthetic

Its 2.6” thickness and 5” high base raceway height offer an architectural presence.

Clean, aluminum trim for an attractive and sleek aesthetic.
Capture™
Attention...
All the essentials done well

- Strong and beautiful frames
- Sleek aluminum top trim
- Smart and efficient storage
- Broad surface material selection
Smart Design

Greater efficiencies with intelligent design via dual sided storage
Capture™
Performance...
Effortless Integration

- Extensive solutions through panels, storage, screen, and power options
- Complements both steel and laminate storage options
- Expansive color palette
- Blends effortlessly with other Trendway products
Capture Delivers on All Fronts
Exceptional Form & Function

Integrates with Trig Legs

Supports all existing Trendway laminate storage pulls
Expanded Application Breadth

Choices® Table
Laminate Storage
Worksurface support options
Capture™
Teamwork …
Accommodates Real Needs of Users Today

- Glass stackers for daylight & views
- Low panel height for visual access to peers
- Lighter scale achieved with the Capture P-Leg
- Integrates with Pack Steel Storage
Create The Spaces You Need

- Low panels, supporting daylight & views
- Concentrative spaces with greater privacy
- Access to power at work surface level or base raceway
- Wide range of applications
For Today’s Work Environments
Capture™
The Details...
Easy in Every Way …

- Access to power at work surface level
- Pinnable Fabric, Steel, and Markerboard tiles can be quickly changed out –without tools*
- Substantially faster moves, adds, and changes
- Slatwall work tools hang on tool rail

*Laminate tiles coming in 2014
Easy To Use

Power where users need it

New Laminate Capture Storage Elements offer secure storage for users

Worksurface support options for lighter scale aesthetic
Easy To Install & Reconfigure

Tiles quickly and firmly click into position – no tools required
Easy to Own…

- **Steel & Marker Board tiles** allow vertical surfaces to work harder.

- **Tiles easily and firmly click into position – no tools required.**

- **Capture panels can integrate seamlessly with existing walls and columns.**

- **Hanging Designer Shelves provide extra storage with a minimalist approach.**

- **Aluminum trim reflects a clean and streamlined aesthetic. And Glass Stackers ensure daylight and views for users.**

- **Slatwall & Work Tools support user needs while freeing up the work surface.**

- **Power & data location at the base raceway & beltline provide options for quick touch downs and on-the-go workers.**

- **With U and P-Leg options, Capture delivers design choices beyond end panels.**
Easy to Personalize...

**LAMINATES** - More than 200 available.

- Designer White
- Light Gray
- Sand
- Carmello Mist
- Empire Mahogany
- Chocolate Pear
- Slate Grey
- Cannello Rustik
- Woodlawn Cherry
- Fusion Maple
- Wild Cherry
- Drift Loud
- Beigewood
- Brazilwood
- Fonthill Pear
- White Zebrine
- Windswept
- New Age Oak
- Charcoal
- White Nebula
- Windswept Bronze
- Vous Metal

**TRIM COLORS**

- Sand
- Pebble
- Stucco
- Platinum
- Light Gray
- Gray
- Charcoal
- Designer White

**PULLS**

- Classic
- Designer
- Mod2
- Modern
- Streamline
Easy to Work …

Slatwall with work tools keep the primary surface clear and accessible.

Note: work tools available in Smoke or Frost.
Environmental Stewardship

- Zero waste to landfill facility

*We will be pursuing BIFMA level for the Capture system in 2014.*
Capture™ ... Now Orderable
Thank You.

We are exploring the addition of the Capture System to GSA in 2014.